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In recent years there has been a significant increase in 
the number of LNG to power projects in 
development. A variety of different yet equally 
important factors have contributed to this growth; 

including the falling cost of LNG and the global shift 
away from oil and coal-fired power generation. A third 
factor, which this article considers in more detail, is the 
technological improvements and growth of the floating 
storage regasification unit (FSRU) industry.

Evolution of FSRU
Since 2001, when El Paso Global LNG Co. unveiled its 
plans to install regasification units onboard three 
existing LNG vessels and one newbuild, the FSRU 
industry has gone from strength to strength. The El Paso 
milestone was followed in 2007 by Petrobras when it 
contracted the world’s first converted FSRU vessel from 
Golar LNG, the Golar Spirit. At present, there are over 

20 chartered FSRUs in operation and this rapid growth 
shows no signs of slowing down. At the time of writing, 
the most recent announcement was that Höegh LNG 
(Höegh) had entered into a contract with Global Energy 
Infrastructure Ltd (GEIL) to provide an FSRU for GEIL’s 
LNG import project in Port Qasim, near Karachi, Pakistan 
in what will be Pakistan’s third FSRU.

Fundamentally, the FSRU industry is based upon the 
premise that a vessel can receive, store and convert LNG 
offshore and deliver the gas onshore to the relevant 
purchaser more efficiently (in terms of speed and cost) 
than a land-based LNG regasification project. While the 
popularity of this project model continues to grow, 
countries are becoming increasingly aware of the need 
to diversify their energy mix, leading to an increased 
focus on 'LNG to power' projects. These projects 
typically have an integrated project model, whereby the 
project company constructs and finances the power 
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station as well as the LNG and gas related assets. 
Whereas, traditionally, the offtaker in an FSRU project 
purchases gas, the integrated LNG to power approach 
has seen a shift towards offtakers purchasing power 
instead.

Geographical opportunities
Many of the most notable LNG to power projects have 
been in Africa; borne in part out of the region’s chronic 
undersupply of power and lack of gas grid 
infrastructure, which makes the adoption of FSRU 
technology an obvious solution.

In Egypt, two FSRU vessels have recently been 
chartered and a third project is also being considered. 
South Africa is also considering the development of an 
FSRU project. Elsewhere in Africa, Senegal has plans to 
convert its Cap des Biches power plant to run on LNG 
and, in Ghana, there have been recent announcements 
about the provision of an FSRU to supply gas to the 
local power market. Morocco is also considering a large 
land-based LNG to power project. Outside of Africa, 
LNG to power projects are underway in countries such 
as Bangladesh, Chile, Colombia (Figure 1) and Malta.

Why LNG to power?
The demand for power correlates closely with GDP 
growth, and accordingly there is increasing demand for 
power in developing economies. In combination with 
that, COP21 and new Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD) rules to be 
implemented this year (that limit the ability of export 
credit agencies to support coal-fired power stations), 
are likely to assist in the promotion and growth of 
gas-fired power generation. 

Other relevant factors for LNG to power projects 
include:

 n LNG suppliers are actively working to develop new 
markets and demand by providing a service and 
product that is tailored to the demands of these 
new customers. In addition to the increasing 
volumes of ‘spot’ LNG cargoes available, LNG 
suppliers in recent transactions have offered 
additional flexibility on certain key terms, including 
volumes and delivery schedules, to address varying 
or seasonal demand, and the requisite level and 
form of buyer credit support.  

 n Hydro, solar, wind and other alternative energy 
sources are not sufficiently reliable to provide the 
entirety of the base load power requirement. 
Accordingly, thermal power capacity will continue 
to be required as part of any comprehensive energy 
portfolio.

 n More generally, that LNG to power projects 
provide indigenous power generation industries 
with a highly reliable and clean fuel supply to meet 
projected power and industrial needs over the mid 
to long-term future. 

Floating LNG regasification
The benefits of floating LNG regasification include the 
following:

 n Eliminating land-based LNG storage and 
regasification facilities reduces project 
development time and cost.

 n The regulatory regime for a floating regasification 
project is typically less onerous than a land-based 
project.

 n Reduced project CAPEX – as FSRUs are typically 
hired on a charter basis, LNG project CAPEX is 
thereby reduced by the amount of the capital cost 
of the assets chartered and financing costs.

 n More optionality and flexibility, including timing 
(short, medium and long-term), capacity, volumes 
and redeployability.

 n The technical and operating risks associated with 
floating regasification have been significantly 
reduced, as a result of successful implementation 
in many previous projects around the world.

In addition, there have been significant 
developments in relation to floating regasification and 
FSRUs that may help to increase the relative viability of 
a floating solution over a land-based solution; 
including the following:

 n An increase in the size and capacity of the FSRUs 
and floating storage units (FSUs) mitigates capacity 
concerns. Furthermore, the floating option is 
proving to be flexible, e.g. using large FSRUs in 
conjunction with an additional FSU for storage.

 n The now proven reliability of FSRUs and the 
increasing body of experience among operators has 
further reduced potential project risks.

 n Operational and technical developments in the  
ship-to-ship transfer of LNG, including by flexible 
hose, permits the use of floating regasification in 
locations that otherwise may not have been 
considered. This may also eliminate the need for 
certain infrastructure (such as a terminal or pier 
across which LNG would be transferred), thereby 
reducing project CAPEX.

 n An increasing pool of FSRU owners has potentially 
increased competition in the market.

 n The scalability that an FSRU provides allows for an 
increased capacity in response to increasing 
demand. It also provides the flexibility to manage 
volatility in power demand and fluctuations in 
domestic gas supply, while mitigating the effect of 
unpredictable weather conditions on a country's 
power balance, particularly on the African 
subcontinent. 

Figure 1. FSRU Höegh Grace in Cartagena, 
Colombia.
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Project alignment issues and risk 
allocation
The fundamental economics of any LNG to power 
project must be aligned for it to be viable. Alignment 
on economic matters creates ‘natural’ or positive 
economic incentives for performance. However, 
alignment on important legal concepts is also 
imperative for the success of any project. This can be 
assisted by including balanced and clear contractual 
provisions as to each party’s responsibilities, with 
sufficient leverage to ensure compliance therewith. 
Contractual devices such as take-or-pay, deliver-or-pay, 
liquidated damages and performance warranties are 
important tools in this respect. However, such 
contractual devices are not intended to keep each 
counterparty up and down the value chain whole, in 
terms of downside risks. Instead, they are intended to 
be relative and proportionate to the contribution of 
each party, and within their respective economic 
means to bear.

There will likely be many additional alignment issues 
to be addressed in the many different forms of LNG to 
power projects. For example, in an integrated project 
structure, the circumstances in which availability 
payments are made to the power seller under the power 
purchase agreement, and the circumstances in which the 
FSRU owner receives capacity payments (or charter hire) 
under the FSRU time charter party, will require careful 
attention and, ideally, alignment. In addition, developers 
of integrated projects will need to pay particular care to 
fuel supply issues, and the structuring of the entire fuel 
supply chain, as fuel supply ultimately underpins the 
entire project revenue stream. Although non-integrated 
projects differ from integrated LNG to power projects, 
similar issues are experienced by the various participants 
of each at every link in the value chain, and lenders to 
any participant will be concerned to ensure that the 
value chain as a whole is appropriately structured and 
stable over the long-term (or at least the tenure of the 
debt).

Government support
Typically, the relevant gas or power offtaker’s ability to 
perform its contractual obligations will be critical to the 
project’s viability and ‘bankability’. In developing 
economies, there is almost certainly going to be 
government involvement in the LNG to power value 
chain, and for this reason, government support is likely 
to be required in such projects.

Specifically, government support may also be 
required by any LNG to power project in relation to 
certain factors outside the project’s control, such as in 
relation to regulatory approvals, fiscal policy, foreign 
exchange availability, change in law, and other political 
matters. The availability of such support will vary based 
on the particular circumstances of each project. 
However, the required level of government support is 
typically directly related to the country’s risk profile 
– such that governments are generally required to 
assume more risk in more economically and politically 

challenging environments, and less risk in more 
favourable environments.

Project financing
Assuming the project agreements are bankable,  
non-recourse or project financing of an LNG to power 
project can be arranged with the appropriate level of 
government support. Key to such financing is the credit 
support of the relevant gas or power offtaker’s payment 
obligations, under a bankable offtake agreement. Such 
financing may be structured using various commercially 
available credit support devices. In such case, the 
obligations of the (government) offtaker to the credit 
support provider may be covered by a multi-lateral 
development bank or similar entity, who in turn is 
typically indemnified by the sovereign government.

Importantly, there are many terms and conditions 
that will be required in the project contracts for the 
project to be bankable, and the above is only a broad 
outline of how project financing could be implemented. 

In an integrated LNG to power project, it is 
imperative that the relevant gas or power offtake 
agreement cannot be terminated by the offtaker 
prematurely for seller default or force majeure, thereby 
leaving the project without revenues to service debt. As 
protection against such risk, lenders will require 
assurances that the project debt will be repaid on or 
before any such termination. 

Furthermore, many host countries are under pressure 
(from the World Bank and other multi-lateral 
organisations) to reduce the level of direct credit support 
to ‘private’ projects. In this context, project ‘put and call’ 
options may be used as a mechanism to transfer 
(state-owned) offtaker payment risk directly to the state. 
The put option permits the gas or power seller to require 
the state to purchase all relevant project assets at a 
pre-determined price upon the occurrence of certain 
events – primarily termination. The call option works in 
the opposite way, permitting the offtaker to require the 
power seller to sell all relevant project assets to the state 
at a pre-determined price upon the occurrence of certain 
events. Such put and call structures are being actively 
promoted in certain African jurisdictions, in place of a 
more traditional form of state credit support.

Conclusion
The driver for LNG to power projects, particularly in 
developing economies, is clear – the need to provide 
additional power supply as efficiently as possible. The 
use of floating LNG regasification in any such project is 
premised on the flexibility, speed and cost effectiveness 
of FSRUs, when compared to land-based solutions. In 
any LNG to power project (whether integrated or 
non-integrated), careful consideration of alignment 
issues up and down the entire value chain is imperative, 
with an awareness of local ‘host’ state issues, and 
required government support. Finally, each project is 
unique, and requires a bespoke solution. There is no 
‘cookie-cutter’ or ‘one size fits all’ solution when 
developing LNG to power projects. 


